Setting the scene Lifecycle-phases of documents
• preparation • distribution • reading • storing (Paper? Electronically? Optically?) • other usage, reuse?
SGML supports the complete Lifecycle, where FUTURE usage of the document is not necessarily restricted to printing.
T^X supports formatting and electronical exchange.
What is SGML?
It stands for
Standard Generalized
Markup Language
For the definition see, [20] . An introduction is [8] , and courseware is [11] , A Dutch chapter of the SGML Users Group exists. 
Presentational markup

TeX:
A system for formatting text. Nice in this context is poetry, e.g., Alice's mousetail, [12] , or DgK's favourite poem of Piet Hein, [24] . 
Procedural flATgX) markup
What is T£X?
TgX is a formatter for 'making beautiful books', developed by Knuth, [23] . An introduction is given in [14] . M/jrX, [29] , is a macro collection for simplified use of T£jX, in the procedural markup way. A Dutch TfrjX Users Group exists.
2 Courseware is [10].
Processing MgX
'I^TgX' is processed in three steps
The more steps the more cumbersome is correction handling 
Availability
T^X is available on many computers under various operating systems with a variety of drivers for the VDU (previewing), printer (hardly any), and photo setter. 
Letter result
Because a sample lATgX letter could not be processed simultaneously in this context, the result is omitted. (Of course it could be pasted in, but that is not available electronically; it has been 'pasted into' the transparencies) 
Bridge card deal
The lATj?X aspects have been published in [25] . An SGML elaboration has been done by Grootenhuis, [17]. 
&T E X result
SGML requirements
Declarations needed in DTD Note. DTD used is an adapted version of AAP's DTD by D.C. Coleman, [26] . 
lATgX specification
Plans
• DOD (Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistic Support) Object: To produce an integrated system in which information is held electronically, and which interfaces to CAD/CAM systems, electronic publishing systems and databases and those operated by the many defense contractors who supply the department, so that it will be possible to receive, distribute and use technical information in digital form. 
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